
Protocol beamtime meeting 170209, PSF floor 3 

Participants: Martin Moche, Madhuranayaki Thulasingam, Tim Schulte, Changrong Ge, Peter Mellroth, Geoffrey 

Masuyer. 
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§1           Assign Bessy and Diamond experimentalists 

Light source Beamline Date Duration Start Experimentalists 

Diamond  i04  2017-02-24 24 10:00 Tom/Tobias/SU 1 shift/Madhu/Tim/KI start 

Diamond  i03  2017-03-05 24 10:00 Tom/Peter M 

Bessy  BL14-1  2017-03-08 24 09:00 Tim Schulte 

Bessy  BL14-1  2017-04-06 24 09:00 Changrong Ge 

More beamtime are listed under “Beamtime schedule” at http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx  

 

§2           PSF MX status update 
1. Tecan - ok 

2. Phoenix – Phoenix software now running in XP compatible mode and logfiles are written. Nano dispenser does 

not need to be turned ON since it is disabled. 

3. Mosquito - ok 

4. Imagers – Application on two new modern imagers written 

 

Senior management review 

- Application ok 

- The position of PSF is weak – nobody invest heavily in groups with shaky finances 

- Two new modern imagers is 12 MSEK – too much for Crafoord and Engkviststiftelserna 

 

Potential solutions 

A) Submit a large research grant application (30+ MSEK) in collaboration with BioMedicum structural biologists 

where some of the money is shared with PSF. 

 

B) Divide the two new modern imagers application into three significantly smaller applications: 

- 2.3 MSEK 4°C visible light imager (Engkviststiftelserna 2017) 

- 2.3 MSEK 20°C visible light imager (Crafoord 2018) 

- 1.7 MSEK FRAP standalone LCP diffusion measurement system (XXX 2017) 

http://ki.se/en/mbb/psf-mx


Perhaps moving two imagers and rebuild a single one at BioMedicum (perhaps Formulatrix can be persuaded to 

do this if we buy one new imager????). Ideally the 20C imager with roof Peltier element and the 4C imager 

optics, since the 4C optics is better than the 20C optics and BioMedicum 4C imager can be placed inside cold 

room where Peltier cooling is enough to regulate temperature. 

A meeting with the structural biology BioMedicum PIs to discuss A, B and perhaps C   to be scheduled. 

 

$3 Two software installations at NSC Triolith 
The pilot installation is a standard HPC installation. To repeat the installation you have to start from scratch! The 

easybuild installation is intended for sharing with other HPC (Aurora, Lunarc, Max IV OFF BEAM) or standard Linux 

computer. 

 

$3.1 Pilot installation  

homepage: http://ki.se/en/mbb/get-started-at-national-supercomputer-centre-nsc   
 
To start pilot XDSAPP 
module load proj/xray 
module load ccp4/7.0-module 
module load phenix/1.11.1-2575 
module load xds/2016-12-07 
module load xds-viewer/0.6 
module load xdsapp/2.1 
xdsapp 
 

$3.2 Easybuild installation  

homepage: Soon available here…https://www.nsc.liu.se/support/  
 
To start presto XDSAPP 
. /proj/xray/presto/init.sh       # corresponds to “module load proj/xray” 
module load XDSAPP  
xdsapp 
 
To start XDSGUI 
. /proj/xray/presto/init.sh 
module load XDSGUI 
xdsgui 
 
To start Phenix 
. /proj/xray/presto/init.sh 
module load Phenix 
phenix 
 

http://ki.se/en/mbb/get-started-at-national-supercomputer-centre-nsc
https://www.nsc.liu.se/support/


 
Figure 1. How to start structural biology software from the presto menu! Interactive software that performs parallel 
computing (XDSAPP/XDSGUI/hkl2map) need a compute allocation mechanism in development at NSC. 
 
The presto homepage is in development at NSC and for newcomers the difference in startup procedures between: 
 
A) interactive software to be run at 
- login node:   ALBULA, ADXV, PyMol, Chimera, COOT 
- compute node: XDSAPP, XDSGUI, hkl2map – do not run from menu today – ok? 
NSC is working on a compute node allocation mechanism when started from XDSAPP, XDSGUI, hkl2map from the 
menu 
 
B) scripted software 
software started via sbatch scripts from login node: BUSTER, autoSHARP, xia2-dials, xia2-xds, XDS, XDSME, autoPROC, 
arcimboldo, phenix 
 
C) HPC adapted GUI to 
-  submit jobs to compute nodes: PHENIX-GUI 
- generate parameter files for sbatch scripts: PHENIX-GUI 
 
D) Non HPC adapted GUI  
- login node for small jobs: CCP4i and CCP4i2 
- compute nodes for large jobs: CCP4i and CCP4i2 running PHASER for instance  
NSC is working to HPC adapt CCP4 GUI for compute node submission i.e. a CCP4 patch. 
 
Changrong load all pilot modules in his .bash_profile1 so that he immediately has all MX software available for 
interactive work. Changrong report pilot phenix_refine taking longer time when run from phenix-GUI compared to 
running from the command-line. 
 
1. MX software environments might clash however should work in most instances 
 

 

 

                 


